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Fina™ and FinaToken™
The FinaChain™ blockchain utilizes a unique dual-token model. Fina™ is the native token used for
transactions, payments, and fees. FinaToken™ is the FinaChain™ community token that enables our
community members to participate in proof-of-stake with FinaStake™ and to become a FinaValidator™
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FinaToken™

Fina™ (FNA), the native coin of the FinaSystem

FinaToken™ (XFNA) is the community token

™ ecosystem, is used for ﬁve main purposes on

for the FinaChain™ and is used for 3 main
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purposes on FinaChain™:

• Paying gas fees for transactions and smart

• Proof-of-stake to generate passive income

contracts

• As collateral for running a FinaValidator™

• Paying fees for the use of the FinaSign™

node

blockchain notary

• To create and vote for proposals on the

• Paying fees for FinaSign™ subscriptions

FinaChain™ blockchain

• Authentication method for the FinaSign™
application

FinaToken™ Tokenomics
The supply of FinaToken™ will start with zero supply. The token supply will be lean and
mean, and the swap will be completely transparent. The token supply increases with only
the claimed amount when someone claims their swap balance. The swap will be of inﬁnite
time so, it is impossible to predict what the supply will be after a certain time. Based on the
current supply and swap ratio, the supply will be around 250 million in case everyone
participates in the swap and could potentially increase through the proof-of-stake feature.
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FinaValidator™
A FinaValidator™ node is a server which uses its computing power to contribute to the network. Its
job is to create and sign blocks. For this contribution to the network, FinaValidators™ receive
rewards in the form of Fina (FNA). FinaValidators™ contribute to the network and for this work they
receive block rewards and transaction fees, which will likely exceed the cost for running the infrastructure. However, FinaValidator™ owners need to invest in FinaChain™ by depositing FinaToken
™ (XFNA), and stake them over the long term.

FinaSwap™
Current Solaris (XLR) holders will be able to swap their Solaris to FinaToken™ (XFNA). We
have added a swap feature to the Solaris wallet software that will make the swap an easy
task. The swap will be a swap with inﬁnite time to swap.

How can we provide an inﬁnite swap?
We will take a snapshot of all balances on the current Solaris blockchain and store them
in a uniquely developed smart contract on the FinaChain™ blockchain. After deploying
the snapshot, every Solaris holder can claim their FinaToken™ at any time without a
dependency on a 3rd party.

New swap
feature in wallet

Swap details form

Are the snapshot balances pre-mined?
The supply of FinaToken™ will start with zero supply. The token supply will be lean and
mean, and the swap will be completely transparent. The token supply increases with only
the claimed amount when someone claims their swap balance.

A swap made easy
We have added a new feature to the Solaris wallet, making it very easy to swap from
Solaris to FinaToken™. With just a click of a mouse, you will be able to make the swap.
Everyone can do it.

Do I need to buy Fina™ (FNA) as well?
It is required to use Fina™ to pay for transaction fees on the FinaChain™ blockchain. If
you want to transfer or stake your FinaToken™ you will need Fina™ to pay the transactions fees. We understand that it might be inconvenient for new FinaToken™ holders
that just swapped for Solaris to FinaToken™ to be obligated to purchase Fina™ for
transferring or staking their FinaTokens™. We will provide each swap with 1 Fina™ for a
limited time to solve that. With just 1 Fina™, you can make about 100 transactions on
the FinaChain™ blockchain.

The swap succeeded

Funds arrived in Metamask
(or any other compatible
wallet, like TrustWallet)

FinaScan™
FinaScan™ (https://ﬁnascan.io) is the primary block explorer for the FinaChain™
blockchain. We have chosen a block explorer with similar functionality to the
well-known Etherscan block explorer primarily used for Ethereum.
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